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About the
Director
A B H I N A V  A N A N T ,

D I R E C T O R ,  S A R A T H I  A C A D E M Y

Gold Medalist, Civil Engineering Department,
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
Biology Everywhere Foundation Hons.,
University of Colorado USA

E D U C A T O R

Abhinav Sir had an inner
fire for teaching right from
the 1st year of IIT
Kharagpur where he
started coaching to the
students at Kharagpur. Due
to his intense dedication
and meticulous attention,
today Sarathi Academy is
an emblem of students
where their inner potential
is carved to colorful
skyscrapers of success.

Abhinav Sir is the director of Sarathi
Academy, Bhagalpur. His name is written
on the board of the List of Prestigious
Academicians of IIT Kharagpur. He passed
out from IIT Kharagpur with an excellent
record CGPA of 9.1 and he bagged a Gold
Medal for his superb performance at the
prestigious IIT Convocation ceremony
where the chief guest was Dr. Manmohan
Singh - the then Prime Minister of India.

S C H O L A R

Being the topper of his Department, he
also received Silver Medal. In 3
semesters, he had an SGPA of more than
9.5 i.e. more than 95 percent marks in
exams at IIT Kharagpur. He was selected
as one of the members to improve
academics in IIT Kharagpur. He had
campus selection in the leading company
PSU Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited
(BHEL).  He has scored 98.5% in the
Biology Everywhere Foundation Course
offered by the University of Colorado
through Coursera.

G O L D  M E D A L I S T



Here at Sarathi, emphasis is given on strengthening the
fundamentals and clearing the doubts. We aim to equip our

students with monthly tests, fortnightly doubt classes, weekly
assessment so that they can march daily towards success.

 
We, at Sarathi, give special attention to each student, whether it

is academic mentoring or providing emotional support to the
students. We believe that any student can succeed in some way

provided he is given the right guidance at the right time. We
believe that students and parents also help us in making our

students succeed and bring good reputation for us.

Abhinav Anant,
Gold Medalist,  IIT Kharagpur

Director Sarathi Academy

F R O M  T H E
D I R E C T O R ' S  D E S K

Sarathi has been started as a forum for
nurturing young minds aiming to develop
the potential of each student in a stimulating
environment of academic excellence and
mutual respect. Upon receiving recognition
and support from students and parents, it grew
up into an academy where XI and XII students
are taught syllabus of JEE and NEET along with
board preparation and IX and X students are taught
board syllabus in such a way that it acts as a strong
foundation for the competition they are going to face
in the future. Faculty members here are all students
from IIT, so there is not only an experience of teaching
but also the experience of struggle for clearing the
competitive examinations.
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Sir Chandan Patil,
AIR 1436, IIT JEE Advanced 2015,

B. Tech., M. Tech., 
Computer Science Department,

IIT Kharagpur.
 

Sir Ankush Kumar,
B. Sc. Mathematics,
Banaras Hindu University(BHU),
Master of Science,
Mathematics Dept. IIT Kharagpur

Sir Abhinav Anant, 
Gold Medalist, Civil Engineering

Department, IIT Kharagpur
Biology EF Hons.,

University of Colorado USA

Sir Ujjwal Mrinal
BDS - M. Gandhi Dental College,
Mumbai,
MDS -AECS Dental College,
Bangalore



        100% of faculty members from IIT

         A teacher should be one who knows the way, goes
the way, and then, shows the way. Here at Sarathi, we
have the best of the faculty members from across many
departments, having such high packages, having such
high caliber. Faculties having board marks up to 98%,
faculties having expertise in physics, chemistry, maths,
faculties who are there right from the premier institutes
who can not only teach but share their experiences of
preparation for IITs.

        Creative ways of teaching
using ppts, videos, animations, etc.

         Ever wondered why students are addicted to
smartphones? Why they are just caught up with the
mobiles and laptops for hours and hours. Because it
really captivates the mind and intelligence. Here at
Sarathi, we use state-of-the-art techniques so that the
minds of the students are engaged in grasping the
subject matter with full attention. That’s why we use
ppts, projectors, animation, and smart classes to make
the students very comfortable with the subject. 
 That’s why we call teaching at Sarathi is so much
fun and students really love the subject matter.

Why Sarathi is the Best
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        Revision classes

        The first time studying is Understanding, the
Second time studying is grasping, third time studying
is Mastering. Especially for the competitive exams like
IITJEE, NEET, etc. where mastery is required. All the
study materials, problem books, question banks, class
notes, and test papers when put together might weigh
more than 20 Kilos. With such a huge amount of data
inside the brain, it necessitates the student to
regularly revise the contents at regular intervals
otherwise things just get evaporated from the brain.
That is why here at  Sarathi we have regular
Review classes so that students don’t lose touch with
the old contents when they are learning new ones.

        Proximity Access to teachers

        Previously when there was an era where teachers
and students used to stay together. Ever wondered
why? Because the student requires step-to-step,
moment-to-moment guidance from the teachers.
Many coaching classes don’t share the contact details
of the faculty members fearing that the students will
interact directly with the teachers and the reputation
of the coaching will get sidetracked. But here at
Sarathi students can call the teachers and get their
doubts cleared. Because every Arjuna requires a
Drona!

Why Sarathi is the Best
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        Get-together festival
celebrations

         Imagine writing with a pencil for 100 long hours
at a stretch.  We bet you can not because the pencil
requires sharpening at regular intervals. Sharpening a
pencil is not a waste of time. Have you heard of the
increasing Suicide rates amongst Indian teenagers,
especially in cities like Kota where the environment is
fraught with the cut-throat competition? That is why
here at Sarathi we have regular festival celebrations
that not only act as great stress busters but also cater
to the emotional and social needs of the student.

        Regular meetings with 
 highly qualified IAS officers,
Doctors, Researchers, and  IITians

         IITJEE preparation is not a sprint, it’s a
marathon that requires years of hard work and
consistent inspiration. That’s why here at Sarathi we
organize regular meetings with esteemed
personalities who have themselves achieved peaks of
success in their lives.  Interacting with them, and
listening to their success stories inspires the student to
achieve a similar crescendo in their lives as well.
Meeting IAS IPS officers, doctors, meeting software
engineers, meeting foreign Ph.D. research scholars is
the luxury you can get only at Sarathi. students are
given exposure to multifarious fields of knowledge
right in the formative age of their lives so that they
can properly grow in accordance with their
psychophysical nature.

Why Sarathi is the Best
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        SMART card for effective
time management

        It is said that by failing to plan we are planning
to fail. Here at Sarathi, we equip our students with a
SMART card that has been designed on the principles
enunciated by globally acclaimed Management gurus
like Stephen Covey, Simon Sinek, Shiv Khera, etc.   
The SMART card helps the student to monitor his
whole day’s activity, and channel his energy
effectively.

        Balancing Boards and
IITJEE Preparation

   IITJEE is board plus something extra. Our
curriculum is designed in such a way that it covers the
spectrum of the entire board syllabus and then we
add the rainbow of IITJEE preparation so that
students can come up with flying colors in both exams.
Here at Sarathi, we have a balanced and wholesome
approach towards this that caters to the needs of
Board exam preparation as well as competitive exam
preparation.

        Review of Students’
Performance

        Anything that has to be managed requires to be
measured. When we realize our strengths and
weaknesses, only then do we have the opportunity to
capitalize on them effectively. That is why at Sarathi
we have regular reviews of students’ performance.

Why Sarathi is the Best
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        Scholastic Complete Study
Material

        Do you know why many students who are
sincere, studious, and hard-working as well get
poor ranks in competitive exams like IITJEE? A
very significant folly that contributes to such an
unfortunate predicament is CHOOSING under-
quality study materials, irrelevant reference
books, or, books with a lot of similar questions.
That is why here at Sarathi we have designed
complete and thorough coursework that
encompasses relevant quality content and a
variety of problems as well. OMR is the standard
of all competitive exams. In the purview of the
current scenario, all the competitive exams aim
at testing the problem-solving skills of the
aspirants. Familiarity with the test patterns and
OMR scripts gives an edge over others.

        Super Smart Study Slots

       For many ages and centuries ag,o Svadhyaya is
one of the main principles in the making of a first-
class student. Many times students have this notion
that just attending classes with an expert faculty can 
bring success. For sure the role of teachers cannot be
undermined but Self-study by students is equally
important if not less. So here at Sarathi, we have
smart study slots where the students must solve the
Practice papers in order to imbibe the subject matter
deeply.

Why Sarathi is the Best
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Q1. I am an average student. Can I crack IITJEE/NEET?
What lies behind you and what lies beyond you are tiny matters compared to what lies
within you. IITJEE/NEET preparation requires sheer determination, self-control, and
consistent endeavors. We have seen many students getting as low as 70% in their X
boards but came out with flying colors in IITJEE/NEET whereas their school toppers
flunked in IITJEE/NEET. So yes! Preparation is difficult but with proper guidance and
hard work, anything is possible.

Q2. Will the IITian faculty really teach or they are just on the poster?
Please understand…..
Sarathi Academy 
Where all faculties are IITians.

Q3. Have the faculty members really cracked IITJEE?
What to speak of cracking IITJEE, our director’s name is written on
Golden Board of best academicians in IIT!

Q4. Are there any hidden fees?
No, there is no hidden fee. For the coaching fee, refer to Fee Structure
Section of the brochure.
Note: For admissions to Sarathi+2 School, there will be additional fees for
class XII board registrations.

Q5. Is the hostel facility available for everyone? What are the hostel fees
charge?
The hostel facility is for boys as well as girls. Facilities for Single beds and double
beds are available. Hostel fee charges will vary accordingly. Details can be discussed
at the time of admission.

Q6. Can I pay the fees in installments?
Please refer to the FEE STRUCTURE section of the brochure.

Q7. Why should I join your coaching only?
Every student is special. His life, his career, his future, not only his family’s future,
and his responsibility towards society are very much dependent on these few years of
class IX to XII. These super special years of the special child are taken care of in the
best special way at Sarathi. Our internal motto is “Dedicated to the Service of Nation”
and the future of the nation is dependent upon these students. Thus Join Sarathi to
get the best out of these best years. For more reasons, refer to the WHY SARATHI IS
THE BEST section.
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Q8. Why you are teaching from class X only when I have to give JEE in XII?
A fully grown-up tree giving mature ripened fruit comes out of the seed that was planted 8
years ago. When the basics are not strong, it is very difficult to grasp the subject matter in
just 2 to 3 years of preparation. A building with a strong foundation can have multiple stories,
but if the foundation is not strong then achieving success is just a story.
We want our students to be nurtured and nourished right from the day when Maths and
Science start showing their toughness. Also, Earlier IITJEE had many many attempts. So
most of the students used to start preparing after class XII. Then the no. of attempts got
reduced to two. And the students used to start preparing from class XI. But nowadays in the
era of cutthroat competition, it necessitates one to start preparing as early as possible. Past
results of IITJEE/NEET as well prove that most of the students who get top ranks in
IITJEE/NEET are the ones who started preparing before. Therefore to get sure shot success,
start early and beat the competition.

Q9. I have given XII this year. I want to repeat one more year. Can I prepare in Sarathi?
Yes, in the WINNERS batch, we have planned an exclusive zipped classroom module
covering the entire IITJEE syllabus in 1 year. But since time will be less, we expect the
students to be more prompt and enthusiastic.

Q10. I am very much fearful of Maths. Can I prepare for IITJEE?
Ans. Many times students become fearful of a particular subject because that subject is
taught in an improper way by the teachers. A teacher who loves the subject can teach the
subject because he lives the subject. Here at Sarathi, teaching is not a profession, it’s our
heart. So my dear friend, do not fear, Mathematics is a smooth curve here. Enroll in Sarathi
today because quality education matters at the end of the day.

Q11. Anyone who goes to Kota or Delhi clears IITJEE/NEET. Why stay here?
First of all, it is a misnomer that anyone who goes to Kota or Delhi clears IITJEE. The
success rate even in coaching hubs is like 1-2%. Although world-class facilities are
available there, still that is not the complete story. First of all, staying in a big city and
studying in any of the popular colleges require around 4-6 lakhs per year. Secondly,
not all batches receive equally qualified teachers. Apart from the first few batches,
the rest of the faculty are quite average. Moreover, cut-throat competitive
atmosphere, no support from family members, peer pressure, inability to maturely
handle the freedom, endless distractions in the form of cybercafes, mobiles, the
internet, addictions to self-destructive habits like smoking, drinking, and drugs, and
the most widely neglected issue of relationships leave a student bewildered in the
casino of despair. All of which could have been avoided had the child been under the
shelter and vigilance of the parents.
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Q12. I have heard that while studying for medical we start earning after 10 years.
But after doing engineering, one starts earning in 4 years only. Is it true?
Yes, that is true. In general, doctors complete 4-year undergraduate degree program,
spend 4 years in medical school, and then complete 3-7 years of residency training
before they are eligible for medical licensing.

Q13. While preparing for IITJEE/NEET will my boards get affected?
No, the syllabus of IITJEE/NEET and boards are two largely overlapping circles. Only
the mode of examination is different. Boards are mostly subjective i.e. they require
detailed solutions whereas IITJEE/NEET is a fully objective-based paper. If a student
adapts according to the Board exam pattern, developing writing habits even just one
month
before exams, he can pass out with flying colors.

Q14. How to stay focused while preparing for IITJEE/NEET?
You are what you associate with. Along with focused teachers and focused
preparation batches, it is easier to be focused. A self-motivating willpower-oriented
preparation generally lasts only for a few weeks. Our special package of meetings
with the esteemed IAS officers, doctors, and Foreign grads, will motivate you to the
core. And along with that There must be a desire to do well, a hunger to study in the
premier Institutes of India, an ambition to go ahead of others, and a zeal to prove
yourself.

Q15. When is the ideal time to start preparing for IITJEE/NEET?
Now

Q16. How many undergraduate seats are there in IITs/NITs, Government MBBS
Seats all over India?
IITs - 16,234.
NITs - 23,997
Government MBBS Seats - 76928
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Emphasis on imbibing the Fundamental Concepts of Maths, Science &
Computer Science.
Sharpening Analytical Skills and evolving their thinking process which makes
one capable of solving complex problems.
Imparting right Time Management skills to ensure optimum output.
Comprehensive coverage of class IX

PROGRAM FEATURES
This program comprehensively prepares you for school, boards, and all scholastic
& competitive exams at the city, state & national level, including NTSE & RMO by
raising the IQ of the students i.e. sharpening analytical skills & mental ability, and
evolving students’ thinking process making them capable of solving complex
problems.

This program lays a strong foundation for competitive exams like NEET, JEE Main &
JEE Advanced, etc., and helps students to easily adapt to the exponential
increase in the level of academics in Class XI & XII vis-a-vis those who wait till
Class XI to join a coaching institute. 
The program duration is approx. - 500 hrs. including classroom interaction and
tests. 

PROGRAM FOCUS & OBJECTIVES

CLASS 9
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Single comprehensive study material. Additional problems will be
supplemented wherever necessary.   
WorkBooks for Home Assignment.
Subjects covered: Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology, and Computer
Science. 
Chapter Practice Problems (CPP): In each chapter, students will be given
chapter practice problems that they have to attempt and submit before the
beginning of the next chapter. These solutions will be checked by the faculty
and will be returned to the students with remarks and suggestions. Thus
helping every student to have a very strong command over fundamental
concept knowledge is very crucial for getting Top ranks. 
Classroom Learning Assignments(CLA): Icing on the cake of every class will
be done through  
Grooming questions for those who have completed all assignments to further
help them get a higher Rank/performance in Boards and NTSE in Class X. 
Rank Prediction Index (RPI): We are one of the rare institutes in India having the
capability to predict Rank as per his/her performance in Class 10th. We
constantly encourage our students to improve it.
DURATION - 500 hrs. including classroom interaction and tests.  

PROGRAM FEATURES
This intense 1-year Classroom program makes the student excel in Class 10th Board
Examinations. The main features of this course are:-
 

PROGRAM BENEFITS
      Benchmark yourself amongst successful aspirants. Identify improvement areas
and remedial suggestions. Mock Board Test Series, Mock NTSE Test series for all
Sarathi students. Regular feedback & test analysis sessions. The dedicated
academic operations team provides feedback at any point in time apart from
scheduled parent-teacher meetings. 

CLASS 10
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PROGRAM FEATURES
This mesmerizing transformational program is designed to unleash your analytical,
logical & thinking ability and attain success in JEE Main & JEE Advanced, NEET,
XII Boards, Olympiads & Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY).

Sarathi prepares you for JEE Advanced, JEE Main, and NEET in a Pattern Proof
Mode. This means that you are prepared to give your best and optimum
performance even if the pattern of the exam is changed at the last minute. 

Our preparation is such thorough that one can easily achieve success just by
following the guidance of esteemed Sarathi teachers. At our Institute, Students
not only do well in JEE Advanced but also in JEE Main, XII Boards & Other
Engineering Entrance Exams. All Sarathi Students who qualified for JEE Advanced
also scored well in their XII Board Exams thus figuring in the Top 20 percentile of
their respective Boards.

PROGRAM BENEFITS
The preparation for JEE Advanced is accomplished in 5 Phases (Class XI - 2
Phases & Class XII - 3 Phases). 

Our Academic Phase Plan covers the entire syllabus of JEE Main and JEE
Advanced. Each phase has exhaustive exercises, quizzes, and Phase Tests (both on
JEE Main & JEE Advanced pattern).

Phase Tests are followed by Test Analysis Sessions. The Program spans across
Classroom contact hours of approx. 2000 hrs. i.e. 1000 hrs. in Class XI & 1000
hours in Class XII which includes additional doubt removal sessions, Rank
Improvement material, Winners Test Series, Phase Test and Test Analysis Sessions.

Sarathi +2
School
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PROGRAM FEATURES
This program lays a strong foundation for competitive exams like NEET, JEE Main &
JEE Advanced, etc. Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics for JEE & Physics, Chemistry,
Biology is taught in this program.

Sarathi prepares you for JEE Advanced, JEE Main, and NEET in a Pattern Proof
Mode. This means that you are prepared to give your best and optimum
performance even if the pattern of the exam is changed at the last minute. 

Our preparation is such thorough that one can easily achieve success just by
following the guidance of esteemed Sarathi teachers. At our Institute, Students
not only do well in Board Exams but also in JEE Main & Other Engineering Entrance
Exams. All Sarathi Students who qualified for JEE Mains/Advanced & NEET also
scored well in their XII Board Exams thus figuring in the Top 20 percentile of their
respective Boards.

PROGRAM BENEFITS
The preparation for JEE Advanced is accomplished in 5 Phases (Class XI - 2
Phases & Class XII - 3 Phases). 

Our Academic Phase Plan covers the entire syllabus of JEE Main, JEE Advanced or
NEET. Each phase has exhaustive exercises, quizzes, and Phase Tests (both on JEE
Main/Advanced or NEET pattern).

Phase Tests are followed by Test Analysis Sessions. The Program spans across
Classroom contact hours of approx. 1200 hrs. i.e. 600 hrs. in Class XI & 600 hours
in Class XII which includes additional doubt removal sessions, Phase Test, and Test
Analysis Sessions.

Sarathi +2
Coaching
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PROGRAM FEATURES
It's a one-year intensive program for Class 12th passed-out students. 
The Program is so expertly designed by our teachers that it will automatically
ensure that you excel in JEE Main. The Program also helps the Student to excel in
Other Engineering Entrance Exams.

The entire course is divided into 2 phases. Our Academic Phase Plan covers the
entire syllabus of JEE Main and JEE Advanced. Please contact Sarathi Academy
center for more details.

All Students qualifying in JEE Advanced (in Common Merit List) and wishing to
appear again in JEE Advanced will get Direct Admission to One Year Program for
JEE Advanced. For scholarship, these Students can appear in the admission test
(Scholarships are awarded on the basis of performance in the admission test).

PROGRAM BENEFITS
Our Academic Phase Plan covers the entire syllabus of JEE Main/JEE Advanced or
NEET. Each phase has exhaustive exercises, quizzes, and Phase Tests (both on JEE
Main/JEE Advanced or NEET pattern).

Phase Tests are followed by Test Analysis Sessions. The Program spans across
Classroom contact hours of approx. 1000 hrs. Which includes additional doubt
removal sessions, Rank Improvement material, Winners Test Series, Phase Test and
Test Analysis Sessions.

Target One
Year (12+)
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I am extremely fortunate to have the most amazing parents one can ever have. 

I am highly grateful to my parents for the wonderful care, guidance, support, and
unconditional love which they have showered over me. 

Especially preparation for one of the toughest exams in the world during the Corona
Pandemic - one of the toughest situations the world has ever faced was really tough
for me. 

Apart from the tireless efforts, it required so much encouragement, support, and
constant care which my family members kept on providing me at all steps of my
preparation. 

These 2 years although quite tough will also remain the most memorable experience
in my life giving me so many sweet moments in my heart. In the upcoming years of
life whenever there will be an uphill moment, I know just remembering these sweet
memories will enthuse me with personal confidence along with a deep sense of
security and care radiating so much from my divine parents. 

I get so much inspiration from my grandfather Dr. Shambhu Shanker Singh who is so
dedicated to serving humanity and my mother Shubhra Singh who is ready to give
everything just to help me out. I take this occasion to humbly bow down before my
father Late Ravi Shanker Thakur. 

I really feel proud of myself to be able to bring a big, wholehearted, and emotional
smile to the face of all of my family members. I really felt all my hardships were
worth it making them so proud and delighted. This Vijay Dashami is a really special
one for me and my family. It's a real "Vijay" to be an IITian. This is quite a rare
opportunity for any student in his/ her life and I feel elated and like floating in a
gravity-free atmosphere after cracking the exam. When the destination is so sweet,
inconveniences during journey hardly matters. 

Shambhavi
B.Tech. Electrical
Engineering
IIT BOMBAY
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I would also like to thank my teachers right from the day I landed at my school. They
made me realize my inner potential all the while patiently shaping my wonderful
career. 

One of my great findings during the Pandemic was Sarathi Academy. I was a little
skeptical at first but then coming in touch with them proved to be a real blessing. I
would take this opportunity to thank Sarathi Academy for all the help provided. The
guidance and maturity of the teachers are incomparable. Be it studies or guidance
in counseling, I found Sarathi to be always by my side. It's a genuine Institute having
so much of talented teachers. I couldn't believe that such a unique Institute can exist
where all faculty are IITians. 

I earnestly urge all upcoming students to take advantage of such highly qualified
teachers and grab the wonderful opportunity to shape our wonderful career as a
humble offering to serve our family, our society, our nation, and mankind at large. 

In the end, I would like to thank from the core of my heart The Supreme Lord for
making me the recipient of such great fortune. Kindly bless me to continue with full
enthusiasm for the years ahead to be a proud asset to my family and society. 
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Entrance/Competitive Exam Results

Vaishnavi
95.5 %tile
JEE Mains

Mayank
Kumar
AIR 204*,
JEE Advanced

Ayushi Agrawal,
AIR 9613,
JEE Adv.
97.13%tile,
JEE Mains

Shreya Mishra,
AIR 10915,

JEE Adv. 
98 %tile,
JEE Mains

Shambhavi
AIR 5736,

JEE Adv.
98.9%tile,

JEE Mains

Arnab Kundu,
AIR 5316,

99.23 %tile,
NEET

Sibashis
Khadanga
99.2 %tile
JEE Mains

Sumanta Kumar
JEE Mains

98.86 %tile
JEE Adv.

AIR 4307

Bijaylaxmi
NEET

632/720
AIR 8728

Kamalesh
NEET
626/720
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Entrance/Competitive Exam Results

Nandani
Kumari.
JEE Mains
93.91%tile

Khushi
Upadhyay
JEE Mains

86.46 %tile

Bishal
Bhakat

JEE Mains
92%tile

Shubh
Anand
JEE Mains
86.22 %tile

Akshay 
Amarendra

JEE Mains
87.14%tile

Vishal
Singh
JEE Mains
95.5%tile

Akansha
Kumari

JEE Mains
93.50%tile

Bias
Das
JEE Mains
89.87%tile

Sista Sai
Abhinav
JEE Mains
89%tile

Vishal
Singh
JEE Mains
95.5%tile
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Board/Academic Exam Results

Ayushi
Agrawal,

94.5%
Class XII

Shreya
Mishra,

93.6%
Class XII

Shambhavi,
95.6%
Class XII

Olivia Pal
96% Class

 XII, DAV

Mayukh
Singha
96.2%, Class
XII DAV

Mayank
Kumar

96% Class
XII, DAV

Bhavya
Vishwakarma
97.2%, Class
XII DAV

Satvik Raj
97%, Class X,
DAV Public
School

Anjali Roy
92.4% Class IX
School Rank 1,

Ashish Shah
90%
Class XII,
KV Salua
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Sarathi academy is the best
place a student can get for his
career. I personally know the
teachers. They are GENIUS. 

 
Abinash Mishra, 

IAS AIR 65

There is a lot of sacrifice on the part
of teachers at Sarathi, which is proven
by their wonderful result even in the

first few months of its opening. 
 

Niladri Hazra,
Ex-Director, Geological survey of India

The best place for learning is when
the teachers have gone through the

same path as the students. 

Dr. Velmurugan,
MBBS, Doctor

The environment of Sarathi is very
warm and conducive for studies. 

 
Shekhar Saurabh,

IIT Kharagpur,  IIM Calcutta
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Sarathi teachers have designed an
extensive and exhaustive study

material for IIT JEE which caters to
the needs of the aspirants.

Laxmi Narayan Varma,
IIT Kharagpur, Walmart Labs

The teachers at Sarathi are very
dedicated for their profession. This

generates similar enthusiasm
amongst the students for studies.

 
Sarthak Sugandhi,

Intel, Banglore

I promise to visit Sarathi regularly as
it is really a very needed Institute.

There is nothing other than this
academy.

 
Rathin Singha,

CSE Dept, IIT-KGP, AIR 178, JEE 2017



In a world full of choices, it is difficult to pick out one.

Selecting the best educational institute per se is the

toughest job one has to do in his/her lifetime. To assist

you in picking the best from the rest, given below is a list

of the top engineering and medical colleges in India;

many of which come close to good government colleges.

To step into one of these, make sure you give all the

entrance exams that these institutes conduct.

Top Colleges

Indian Institute of Technology Madras

Indian Institute of Technology Delhi

Indian Institute of Technology Bombay

Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur

Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur

Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee

Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati

Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad

Anna University

National Institute of Technology Tiruchirappalli

Indian Institute of Technology (BHU) Varanasi

Institute of Chemical Technology

Indian Institute of Technology Indore

Jadavpur University

Indian Institute of Technology (Indian School of

Mines) Dhanbad

National Institute of Technology Rourkela

Indian Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar

Vellore Institute of technology

Indian Institute of Engineering Science and

Technology

Indian Institute of Technology Mandi

Top Engineering Colleges
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All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi

Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and

Research, Chandigarh

Christian Medical College, Vellore

Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical

Sciences, Lucknow

Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences & Research,

Kochi

Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi

Kasturba Medical College, Manipal

Jawaharlal Institute of Post Graduate Medical

Education & Research, puducherry

Institute of Liver and Biliary Sciences< New Delhi

King George`s Medical University, Lucknow

Sri Ramachandra Institute of Higher Education and

Research, Chennai

St. John's Medical College, Bangalore

Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh

Maulana Azad Medical College, Delhi

Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi

Kasturba Medical College, Mengaluru

JSS Medical College, Mysore

Christian Medical College, Ludhiyana

Vardhman Mahavir Medical College & Safdarjung

Hospital, New Delhi

D. Y. Patil Vidyapeeth, Pune

Top Medical Colleges
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Address:  
Baanke Bihari Dhanpati Dham, 

Gumti No. 2, Trimurti,
Bhikanpur, Bhagalpur.

 

www.sarathiacademy.com
 

Contact: 8292356357

J O I N
T O D A Y !
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